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By Brian Alan Ellis

Paperback. Condition: New. 42 pages. In 33 Fragments of Sick-Sad Living, a twenty-something nere-
do-well attempts to piece together his life following an epic drug and alcohol bender which leaves
many unanswered questions: Why is he staying on his buddy Hectors piss-scented couch Did his ex-
girlfriend leave because hed eaten her roommates food Will he get stabbed on the way to his shift at
the Dishn Chicken There are things to consider. Its real tough to think sometimes. Ellis captures the
subtle nuances of those unavoidable bruises life offerstouching on themes of love and relationships;
art and poetry; depression and loneliness; family; heartbreak; poverty and addiction these dark and
seedy snapshots take readers to a place where loneliness is replaced with an ever-present bottle,
and friends come in the form of fistfuls of pills. Ale Gasso, author of Long Night Out This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This publication is really gripping and exciting. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Sa lva dor  Lynch-- Pr of . Sa lva dor  Lynch

This pdf is fantastic. This really is for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert the instant you complete
looking over this pdf.
-- Dr . Cha im  K ub-- Dr . Cha im  K ub
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